Ainee Nizami finds out what are the seven basic things every woman must have in her wardrobe

A n office party to rush to in an hour and nothing you have seems appropriate to wear…! Sounds familiar? We all have been in such situations at one point: Be it a college party, a colleague’s birthday or your friends’ first anniversary party, last minute wardrobe crisis has happened to each and every one of us. Here is a list of the seven most essential things a woman must have in her wardrobe to avoid this crisis.

White Magic!
Your wardrobe is incomplete without a crisp, white button shirt. You can either pair it with a pair of jeans for a casual outing, or under an elegant skirt for a simple evening look. Whatever the combo, the white shirt is a definite classic.

Dark wash Jeans
Dark wash jeans are affordable, stylish and comfy. “A good pair of denim flatters the body and you can wear them nearly everyday and everywhere. Dark wash jeans are ideal for the wardrobe because they can dress up or down much more easily than faded denims can,” advises Manisha. Choose tailored straight leg or slightly boot cut styling to make a fashionable mark.

Belt It
The wide belt is the hottest accessory this season. These big belts come in an array of styles from jute to leather belts. This must-have of the season is a great accessory to dress up any look and create an hourglass shape.

Colour it up
Choose a colorful scarf to dress up your jeans and brighten up your workday. “Colour affects the mood, so choose soothing colours like blue or green,” says Manisha Aprawaal, a retail store manager. You can even use a colorful scarf as a belt.

A great handbag
To complete your wardrobe you will need a great everyday bag that is neutral in colour so that it goes with everything. “Medium or large sized bags are the rage this season. Opt for a bag in shades of black, brown or white,” advises Manisha.

Little Black Dress
The little black dress (LBD) is one of the most basic things you need in your wardrobe. Be it at work or at a party, the little black dress suits almost every occasion. “Get the dress, and then build around it, choosing heels, handbags and jewelry to match it in different ways,” says Anjuli Sharma, a fashion consultant. The dress can be worn to as many events as you wish, just keep changing the accessories.

Black Leather Pumps
The most amazing thing about these black pumps is the fact that they never go out of style. They go with every outfit and can be worn during the day as well as during night. “For the most versatility, buy black 2½ inch heel black pumps in soft leather. They will go with pants and skirts and will always be stylish,” says Anjuli.